
JustAddBanner  
™  Deluxe Instructions  

 
There are 4 steps to JustAddBanner Deluxe installation 

 
1) Mount Stakes In Ground For Correct Banner Width 
2) Slide Posts Over Stakes 
3) Install Bungees For Correct Banner Height 
4) Mount Banner Between Bungees 

 
 

1) Mount Stakes In Ground For Correct Banner Width 
 

Measure and place stakes with the width of the banner plus an additional 24” space between them. See table below: 
 

36” Wide Banner = 60” between posts 72” Wide Banner = 96” between posts 

48” Wide Banner = 72” between posts 84” Wide Banner = 108” between posts 

60” Wide Banner = 84” between posts 96” Wide Banner = 120” between posts 

 
Turn the widest part of the stake (the U side) to the inside toward the banner. Use a fence post driver - (not included, but available at 
Home Depot) or a hammer with a  wooden 2x4 scrap on top of the stake to minimize mushrooming the top of the stakes (mushroom 
stake tops will make it harder to insert the post over the stake). Frozen or hard ground makes it a challenge to pound the stakes into the 
ground - you might use a spade bit in a cordless drill to drill holes in the ground first to make the initial hole and loosen the ground. 
 
2. Slide Posts Over Stakes 
 

There are two stake spacers inside the pvc post (one near the bottom of the post and one midway) so be careful and go slow when 
sliding the post over the stake to avoid breaking the spacers. Ensure that keyhole slots are pointed to the inside toward the banner. 

 
3) Install Bungees For Correct Banner Height 

 
The top bungee is typically inserted into the top keyhole slot during manufacturing and does not need to be repositioned. You will need to 
insert the bottom bungee into one of the bottom keyhole slots for the appropriate banner height (see table below). Pull the bungee to the 
top of the keyhole slot and twist to seat the bungee at the top of the keyhole slot until it locks in place. Repeat for second post. Two 
additional bungees are provided just in case you need them in the future. (see photos 2-9 for more description on bungee install) 

 

1st keyhole slot = Top Bungee 4th slot = 36” banner height 

2nd slot = 18” banner height 5th slot = 48” banner height 

3rd slot = 24” banner height  

 

4) Mount Banner Between Bungees 
 

Install the banner in the bungee hooks. You can quickly mount, change or remove a banner in minutes. 
 

Recommendations: 
4’ x 8’ banner is largest banner that is recommended.   We recommend that you take the banner down if high winds are in the weather 
forecast (you can leave the posts and stakes in place)  - the force of high winds may catch the banner and whip it back and forth and can 
damage the posts as well as the banner. The combination of subzero temperatures and high winds may prove damaging to the banner 
and it is advised that you remove the banner until this weather combination subsides. 

 

 

Thank You For Your Order! Enjoy! 
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JustAddBanner Provisional Application for Patent Photos 

   

1: JustAddBanner Posts shown with banner 
mounted between the four bungees 

2: Shows keyhole slots integral to and embedded 
in post in vertical series along length of post to 

accommodate different banner heights 

3:Top Keyhole Slot is mirrored upside down from 
all bottom keyhole slots - gravity and shape of 

keyhole slot keeps bungee in place 

   

4:Close-up of bottom keyhole slots 5:Bungee inserted in bottom keyhole slot 6: Pull bungee to top of keyhole slot and twist 

   

Photo 7: Bungee interlocked at top of keyhole slot Photo 8: Shows bungee and hook fully inserted in 
one of the series of bottom keyhole slots 

Photo 9: Shows post with top and bottom bungees 
interlocked in keyhole slots 

 

 


